Elevate AR Story Pitches
Relaunchable Rocket
Summary
This experience allows the guest to explore the mechanics of relaunchable
rockets — both their ascent and return — in a dramatic and visceral way.
Window Placement
This story uses the back wall and ceiling of the
elevator as a “window”.
For most of the experience, the rocket remains
“pinned’ just outside of the window, so it travels
with the elevator.
Beyond the rocket, the guest moves up and down
through a 3D scene representing all the space
between the surface of the earth and low earth
orbit.
Elevate Mechanics
This experience begins on the ground floor and uses all available floors in a
building, so it will be important to gather information about the total number of
visitable floors during the experience’s onboarding. Best experience requires a
building with at least 4 floors.

The experience consists of 5 parts, each with its own mechanics:

⁃

Introduction (ground floor)
The ground floor introduces the concept of relaunchable rockets and
simulates the countdown and launch of a rocket, asking the guest to visit a
floor most of the way up the building. The rocket and launchpad are
presented at scale. The mood is thunderous and thrilling.

⁃

Ascent (all floors above, until first visit to top floor)
The camera pulls back so the full rocket is viewable from the car. As the
elevator moves up, it follows the rocket’s journey toward orbit. Key
moments along the way (e.g., separation of first stage) are keyed to
specific floors, which are hinted on the phone or (ideally) on the elevator
panel using AR. These floors feature audio and/or text narration (always
pinned on the phone screen, not in AR space) about what the guest is
seeing. Interim floors can be visited, but just “scrub the playhead” forward
or backward to those tweened spots.

⁃

Orbit (top floor)
When the player reaches the top floor, we arrive in orbit. The earth has
fallen away and we are surrounded by space — the window temporarily
expands to the side walls. No information is presented and everything fall
silent for the first time. The mood is serene and reflective.

⁃

Descent (all floors below, until return to ground floor)
Visiting the top floor also triggers a change in the logic. From this point on
the guest takes a diﬀerent journey, following the rocket down to its landing
on a drone platform in the ocean. (A visit to the top floor always toggles the
available story between Ascent and Descent.)

⁃

Closure (ground floor)
Landing on the ground floor results in a successful landing of the rocket,
and oﬀers the guest a conclusion to the experience — though they may
continue to reset or continue to explore if they wish.

Sample Logic
A sample logic script might look something like this, as played out in a 4-story
building and an 11-story building:

⁃

Intro, Ground Floor 0% (Floor 1; 1)
Welcome player; move them to Floor 1. Introduce them to the concept of
why relaunchable rockets are important. Open the window onto a faraway
launchpad entering countdown. Ask them to push the button for Floor 3 /
Floor 8 on countdown. As elevator begins moving, simulate thunderous
launch.

⁃

Unscripted Floors (Floor 2; 2–7)
Rocket passes by unscripted floors. (If interrupted by another rider, the
upward motion comes to rest as the car does, but fire animation & sound
continue.)

⁃

Key, First-Stage Separation 75% (Floor 3; 8)
As guest arrives, animation plays of first stage separating, with narration.
Player is left to explore from this point on.

⁃

Orbit, Top Floor (Floor 11)
SPACE!

⁃

Key, Boostback Burn 80%
(Floor 3; 9)

⁃

Key, Deceleration Fins 60%
(Floor 2; 7)

⁃

Key, Single-Engine Landing
Burn 15% (Floor 2 for 11-story
building; combined with Closure
for 4-story building)

⁃

Closure, Ground Floor (Floor 1)

